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Selecting a Longitudinal Pathway: Robo Receptors
Specify the Lateral Position of Axons
in the Drosophila CNS
embryos in the early 1980s. From these studies emerged
the “labeled pathways hypothesis” (Raper et al., 1983a,
1983b, 1984; Bastiani et al., 1984; Goodman et al., 1984).
This hypothesis postulates that each pathway is differ-
entially labeled by a set of surface recognition mole-
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cules, and that growth cones use these cues to makeAustria
their pathway choices. Monoclonal antibody screens
subsequently revealed a number of surface molecules
expressed on specific axon fascicles (Bastiani et al.,Summary
1987; Patel et al., 1987; Kolodkin et al., 1992). Many of
these molecules, called the Fasciclins, were found toOn each side of the midline of the Drosophila CNS,
mediate homophilic cell adhesion, and were thereforeaxons are organized into a series of parallel pathways.
well qualified to serve as attractive pathway labels forHere we show that the midline repellent Slit, previously
CNS growth cones.identified as a short-range signal that regulates mid-
To test whether the Fasciclins might indeed act asline crossing, also functions at long range to pattern
pathway labels, Goodman and colleagues then turnedthese longitudinal pathways. In this long-range func-
to Drosophila for a genetic analysis of Fasciclin function.tion, Slit signals through the receptors Robo2 and
The most extensively studied of the Drosophila Fas-Robo3. Axons expressing neither, one, or both of these
ciclins is Fasciclin II (Fas II). Fas II is expressed on justreceptors project in one of three discrete lateral zones,
a few of the z20 discrete axon fascicles in each longitu-each successively further from the midline. Loss of
dinal tract. In the absence of Fas II, these axons oftenrobo2 or robo3 function repositions axons closer to
defasciculate, though they do not stray far from theirthe midline, while gain of robo2 or robo3 function shifts
original path (Lin et al., 1994). Conversely, overexpres-axons further from the midline. Local cues further re-
sion of Fas II can force two adjacent fascicles to fuse,fine the lateral position. Together, these long- and
though with low penetrance and only for short intervalsshort-range guidance cues allow growth cones to se-
(Lin et al., 1994). These studies validated Fas II as alect with precision a specific longitudinal pathway.
pathway label, but also showed that Fas II could not
be the sole determinant of which pathway these axonsIntroduction
choose to follow. In particular, it was not clear how
growth cones would distinguish one Fas II pathway fromNeuronal growth cones display a remarkable degree of
another. Lin et al. (1994) concluded their rigourous evalu-specificity as they navigate through a series of choice
ation of Fas II as a pathway label by acknowledging thatpoints in order to locate their correct targets. Complex
it was still necessary to learn “a great deal more aboutpatterns of neuronal connectivity arise as different
the other synergistic and competing guidance forcesgrowth cones respond each in their own specific way
that influence growth cone behavior.”to the common set of guidance cues they encounter at
In contrast to these “reverse genetic” methods, thesuch choice points. Within the central nervous system
midline crossing decision has been approached by the(CNS) of bilaterally symmetric organisms, growth cones
classical route of “forward genetics” (Seeger et al.,face two important decisions: whether or not to cross
1993). These studies led to the identification of the se-the midline, and which of the many alternative pathways
creted midline repellent Slit (Rothberg et al., 1990; Kidd
they should then follow on the next stage of their journey
et al., 1999) and its receptor Roundabout (Robo; Kidd
toward their specific targets.
et al., 1998a; Brose et al., 1999). In slit mutants, crossing
These two guidance decisions are well illustrated by and noncrossing axons alike enter the midline and stay
the behavior of neuronal growth cones in the insect there (Rothberg et al., 1990; Battye et al., 1999; Kidd et
ventral nerve cord. The first decision, the binary decision al., 1999). In robo mutants, axons that would not nor-
of whether or not to cross the midline, is usually decided mally cross the midline do so, and many axons repeat-
in favor of crossing. The second decision, the choice of edly cross and recross the midline (Seeger et al., 1993;
a specific pathway, is not just a simple binary decision. Kidd et al., 1998a). These data led to the conclusion
Here, the options are far more numerous. Within the that Slit provides a short-range repulsive barrier at the
longitudinal tracts that run along each side of the mid- midline, and its receptor, Robo, acts as a “gatekeeper”
line, axons are organized into a series of parallel fasci- to regulate midline crossing (Kidd et al., 1998a, 1999).
cles. Individual growth cones make filopodial contact Two important observations from these studies hinted
with many different fascicles, but ultimately choose to that Slit might do more than just impose an impenetrable
extend along just one of them. midline barrier for growth cones that express Robo (Kidd
To try to understand how growth cones might select et al., 1999). First, defects in the migration of muscle
a specific pathway, Goodman and colleagues per- precursors indicated that Slit can also function as a
formed a detailed series of experiments on grasshopper long-range signaling molecule, exerting its influence not
just at the midline but even beyond the limits of the
CNS. Second, the differences between the slit and robo* To whom correspondence should be addressed (e-mail: dickson@
nt.imp.univie.ac.at). mutant phenotypes indicated that Slit must act through
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other receptors in addition to Robo. The existence of at are thought to constitute binding sites for various cyto-
plasmic signaling molecules, including Enabled (Ena)least one other Slit receptor, Robo2, could be inferred
by examining genomic sequence data available at that and the Abl tyrosine kinase (Bashaw et al., 2000). Ena
interacts primarily with the CC2 motif, and genetic datatime (Kidd et al., 1998a).
Here we present evidence that Slit is not only a short- suggest that it contributes positively to Robo signaling.
Abl, on the other hand, binds strongly to CC3 and nega-range guidance cue controlling the midline crossing de-
cision, but that it also acts as a long-range cue to control tively regulates Robo function. In vitro, Abl phosphory-
lates Robo on three tyrosine residues, including one inpathway choices lateral to the midline. Drosophila has
three Robo family receptors: Robo, Robo2, and Robo3. each of the CC0 and CC1 motifs. Both of these tyrosine
residues are conserved in Robo2 and Robo3 (Figure 1B).All three Robos bind Slit and are expressed on growth
cones in the CNS. Expression of the three Robos divides Using cell overlay binding assays, we verified that
Robo2 and Robo3 are indeed Slit receptors. Condi-the longitudinal tract into three parallel zones: a medial
zone of axons expressing only Robo, an intermediate tioned media from COS cells expressing Slit was applied
to cells expressing either Robo2 or Robo3, or as positivezone in which both Robo and Robo3 are expressed, and
a lateral zone in which all three Robos are expressed. and negative controls either Robo or the Netrin receptor
Frazzled, respectively. Slit bound specifically to cellsLoss of either Robo2 or Robo3 repositions lateral axons
closer to the midline, while forced expression of Robo2 expressing Robo, Robo2, or Robo3, but not to cells
expressing Frazzled (Figure 1C).or Robo3 repositions medial axons further from the mid-
line. Axons shifted into a new lateral zone show strong
pathway preferences within these zones. These data Expression of Robo Receptors Defines Three
provide strong support for a model in which Robo2 and Lateral Zones
Robo3 determine the lateral position of longitudinal ax- Do Robo2 and Robo3, like Robo, function as repulsive
ons by reading a medial . lateral gradient of the repel- Slit receptors during the formation of axonal pathways
lent Slit. We propose that this long-range signaling in the developing CNS? To explore this possibility, we
mechanism acts in conjunction with short-range cues first examined the expression patterns of robo2 and
provided by pathway labels such as Fas II, allowing robo3 mRNA. Both genes, like robo, are expressed
growth cones to choose with precision just one of the within the embryonic CNS during the period of axon
many pathways available to them within the longitudinal pathfinding. The expression of robo is uniform through-
tracts. out the CNS during this period (Kidd et al., 1998a). robo2
expression is more dynamic, being fairly uniform in the
CNS during stage 12, as the first axons extend, butResults
soon becoming restricted to a small subset of cells that
express high levels of robo2. robo3 expression in theRobo2 and Robo3 Are Novel Members
of the Roundabout Family of Slit Receptors CNS begins slightly later, at stage 13, and from the
beginning is confined to a subset of cells. At later stages,Our work on the Robo family of Slit receptors began
with the identification of robo2 in a screen for genes there are more cells that express high levels of robo3
than there are cells expressing high levels of robo2.that, when expressed at high levels in the CNS, would
prevent axons from crossing the midline (Rajagopalan In the periphery, robo2 is expressed in stripes in the
epidermis and in the developing trachea, muscles, andet al., 2000 [December issue of Neuron]). While our work
on robo2 was in progress, the Berkeley Drosophila Ge- dorsal vessel; a pattern closely resembling that of robo.
Peripheral expression of robo3 is quite different, beingnome Project sequenced P1 clones from the sur-
rounding genomic region, revealing the existence of yet restricted to specific neurons in the PNS.
Robo2 protein first appears in the CNS at the end ofa third robo-like gene, robo3 (Figure 1A). The functions
of both robo2 and robo3 in guidance decisions at the stage 12 (Figure 2A). This early expression of Robo2
is both spatially and temporally coincident with Robomidline are described in a companion paper (Rajagopa-
lan et al., 2000). expression. Robo3 expression does not commence until
slightly later, toward the end of stage 13. From the out-We isolated and sequenced full-length cDNA clones
for both robo2 and robo3. The predicted Robo2 and set, all three Robos are expressed at high levels on
longitudinal growth cones, but are barely detectable onRobo3 proteins consist of 1406 and 1342 amino acids,
respectively (Figure 1B). Robo family receptors identi- commissural growth cones as they cross the midline.
As development proceeds, the distribution of the threefied to date in diverse species are characterized by an
extracellular domain consisting of 5 immunoglobulin Robos on the longitudinal tracts becomes more refined,
and by stage 16, near the end of embryogenesis, aand 3 fibronectin type III repeats, and a cytoplasmic
domain without any known catalytic activity but con- striking pattern has emerged: Whereas Robo is ex-
pressed on axons across the entire width of the twotaining four short conserved motifs called CC0, CC1,
CC2, and CC3 (Kidd et al., 1998a; Bashaw et al., 2000). longitudinal tracts (Figure 2A; Kidd et al., 1998a), Robo3
is expressed only on axons in the lateral two-thirds andThe extracellular domains of Robo2 and Robo3 are typi-
cal for the family, being 37% and 33% identical to Robo, Robo2 only on axons in the lateral one-third of each
longitudinal tract (Figure 2A). Together, the three Robosrespectively, and 49% identical to each other. In con-
trast, the cytoplasmic domains of Robo2 and Robo3 are thus partition the longitudinal tracts into three parallel
zones: a medial Robo-only zone, an intermediate Robo1unusual in that they lack both the CC2 and CC3 motifs.
In Robo, these two motifs are required to prevent inap- Robo3 zone, and a lateral Robo1Robo21Robo3 zone
(Figures 2B and 2C).propriate midline crossing (Bashaw et al., 2000). They
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Figure 1. Robo2 and Robo3 Are Novel Mem-
bers of the Robo Family of Slit Receptors
(A) Genomic organization of the robo2 and
robo3 genes at cytological division 21F-22A.
Proximal is to the right.
(B) Structural comparisons of Robo, Robo2
and Robo3. Numbers indicate percentage
amino acid identity in pairwise comparisons
for each of the immunoglobulin (Ig) and fibro-
nectin type III (FN) domains. Sequence align-
ments for the CC0 and CC1 motifs are shown,
together with a consensus sequence derived
from the three fly Robos and human Robo1.
Shading indicates conserved tyrosine resi-
dues that, in Robo, are phosphorylated by
Abl in vitro. h 5 L, I, V.
(C) COS-7 cells transfected with HA-tagged
Robo, Robo2, Robo3 or Frazzled were incu-
bated with medium from cells expressing full-
length Slit. Immunostainings with anti-HA
(red) and anti-Slit (green) are shown. Stain-
ings were performed under identical condi-
tions, and epifluorescence images of repre-
sentative examples acquired and processed
with identical settings.
Do Robo Receptors Position Longitudinal Axons This model makes two predictions. First, loss of either
on a Slit Gradient? robo2 or robo3 function should reposition lateral axons
The arrangement of these three zones in order of in- closer to the midline. Second, forced expression of
creasing numbers of Robo receptors further away from robo2 or robo3 in medial axons should shift them further
the midline, together with the fact that all three Robos from the midline. We next sought to test these two pre-
are receptors for the secreted midline repellent Slit, sug- dictions.
gests a simple model for lateral pathway choices (Figure
2C). Slit might diffuse away from the midline to establish
Identification of Loss-of-Function Mutationsa medial . lateral concentration gradient across the
in robo2 and robo3longitudinal tract. Growth cones might then seek a posi-
To test whether loss of robo2 or robo3 function wouldtion on this gradient determined by the combination of
shift lateral axons to more medial positions, we firstRobo receptors they express, i.e., their “Robo code”.
needed to generate loss-of-function mutations in theGrowth cones expressing all three Robos would be
two genes. robo2 mutants were recovered in two geneticacutely sensitive to Slit and seek a low point on the
screens. The first set of robo2 alleles was recoveredgradient at the lateral edge of the longitudinal tract,
by screening for viable revertants of a lethal gain-of-while growth cones expressing only Robo would be least
function phenotype caused by overexpression of thesensitive to Slit, and so might remain close to the midline
at a high point on the Slit gradient. endogenous robo2 gene (Rajagopalan et al., 2000). Both
Cell
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Figure 2. Robo2 and Robo3 Expression Divides the Longitudinal Tract into Three Zones
(A) The CNS of wild-type embryos stained with anti-Robo mAb 13C9, or anti-Robo2 or anti-Robo3 sera. At late stage 12 to early stage 13,
the expression patterns of Robo and Robo2 almost identical, with high levels of protein detectable on the growth cones of axons that pioneer
the longitudinal pathways (arrow) but not on the growth cones of commissural pioneers (arrowhead). The panel showing Robo3 expression
at this stage shows an embryo at late stage 13, slightly older than those shown for Robo and Robo2. Robo3 protein is barely detectable at
this stage. By stage 14, when the commissures have separated, Robo2 expression still closely resembles Robo, although it is expressed on
fewer axons. Robo3 expression is now also clearly detectable on longitudinal axons. At stage 16, the three Robos are expressed on longitudinal
axons that occupy three distinct but overlapping lateral zones.
(B) Confocal micrographs of the CNS of a wild-type embryo triply stained with anti-Robo2 (red), anti-Robo3 (green), and anti-HRP (blue). The
left panels show Robo2 and Robo3 staining, the right panels show all three markers. Anti-HRP antibodies detect a common axonal epitope
in Drosophila, allowing visualization of the entire axon scaffold. The lower panels show vertical sections at the level indicated by the chevrons
in the upper panels.
(C) Robo family receptors might specify lateral position in response to a gradient of Slit activity secreted from the midline.
null and hypomorphic alleles were obtained in this robo3 transcripts, we could reliably detect wild-type robo3
transcripts in heterozygous but not homozygous robo31screen. A second set of null robo2 alleles was isolated
mutant embryos. By titrating heterozygous with homo-in a screen for mutations lethal in trans to the deficiency
Df(2L)ast5. Nonsense or missense mutations could be
identified in most of the robo2 alleles recovered from Table 1. robo2 and robo3 Mutant Alleles
these two screens (Table 1). Df(2L)ast5 removes both
Allele Molecular Lesion Genetic Classificationrobo2 and robo3. Yet although we obtained 8 new alleles
robo21 R441 ! Stop nullof robo2 from the lethal screen, we did not recover a
robo22 R501 ! Stop nullsingle allele of robo3. Loss of robo3 function, it seemed,
robo23 W512 ! Stop nullwould not be lethal.
robo24 W635 ! Stop null
Serendipitously, however, we were able to identify a robo25 W723 ! Stop null
robo3 mutation that had been induced as a second robo26 K788 ! Stop null
robo27 W882 ! Stop nullhit in an unrelated genetic screen (see Experimental
robo28 R902 ! Stop nullProcedures). This robo31 allele could be genetically sep-
robo29 S177 ! F strong hypomorpharated from the mutation relevant for that screen, and
robo210 G215 ! E weak hypomorph
was indeed found to be viable in homozygotes. Genomic robo31 tagCCC ! taaCCC null
sequencing revealed that the robo31 allele is associated A304 ! 16AA1Stop
with a mutation in the splice acceptor site of the 6th All mutations were induced by EMS mutagenesis. robo2 mutations
intron (Table 1). By RT-PCR, we found that this intron were induced on the EP2582 chromosome (Rørth, 1996); the robo3
is specifically retained in robo31 transcripts, resulting in mutation on the FRT40A chromosome (Xu and Rubin, 1993). Pre-
dicted amino acid substitutions are shown. For the robo31 allele,a mutant protein predicted to contain only the first 3
the nucleotide sequence at the splice acceptor site of the 6th intronimmunoglobulin domains of Robo3. In RT-PCR experi-
is also shown. Lowercase indicates the intron, uppercase the exon.
ments designed to specifically amplify correctly spliced
Robos Specify Lateral Position
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Figure 3. Medial Shifts of Fas II Fascicles in
robo2 and robo3 Mutants
A) wild-type, (B) robo21/robo24, and (C) robo31
homozygote embryos at stage 16, stained
with mAb 1D4 against Fas II. (A) In wild-type
embryos, Fas II is expressed on three longitu-
dinal fascicles on each side of the midline.
(B) In robo2 mutants, the third (lateral) fascicle
often merges into the second (arrows). Mid-
line crossing defects also occur (arrowhead).
(C) In robo3 mutant embryos, the second Fas
II fascicle shifts medially from its normal inter-
mediate position (arrowhead) to fuse with the
first Fas II fascicle (arrow).
zygous RNA to assess the limits of detection, we esti- in the third Fas II fascicle are the most frequent, but
not the only defect observed in robo2 mutant embryos.mated that fewer than 2% of robo3 transcripts are cor-
rectly spliced in robo31 mutants. We therefore conclude Midline crossing defects also occur (Rajagopalan et al.,
2000), as do occasional breaks or fasciculation errorsthat the robo31 is either a null or a strongly hypomorphic
allele. in the first and second Fas II fascicles (Table 2). While
it is possible that Robo2 also plays a minor role in pat-
terning the inner longitudinal pathways, we considerAxons Shift Closer to the Midline in robo2
and robo3 Mutants it more likely that the rare defects observed in these
pathways arise as a secondary consequence of midlineAre longitudinal axons rerouted closer to the midline in
robo2 and robo3 mutants, as predicted by the model? crossing errors made by these or other axons.
For robo3 mutants, the model predicts that the secondTo test this, we examined longitudinal pathways using
the anti–Fas II antibody 1D4. Fas II is expressed on three fascicle should be the most severely disrupted. The
Robo code (Robo1Robo3) of these axons now corre-fascicles on each side of the midline (Figure 3A). Axons
in each of these three fascicles express a different com- sponds to that of axons in the medial zone (Robo only),
and so the second Fas II fascicle should fuse with thebination of Robo receptors: axons in the first (medial)
fascicle express only Robo, axons in the second (inter- first. Indeed, this is exactly what we observed (Figure
3C, Table 2). In every single hemisegment, in a total ofmediate) fascicle express Robo and Robo3, and axons
in the third (lateral) fascicle express all three Robos. 250, the second fascicle was completely missing while
the first fascicle was unusually thick, suggesting thatFor robo2 mutants, the model predicts that the third
fascicle should be most severely affected. In the absence axons that would normally have chosen to join the sec-
ond fascicle had instead chosen the first. The third Fasof Robo2, their Robo code (Robo1Robo21Robo3) is
changed to that of axons of the intermediate zone (Robo1 II fascicle is also unusually thin or discontinuous, sug-
gesting that some axons from this fascicle are also repo-Robo3). Axons that would normally select the third
Fas II fascicle should therefore tend to choose instead sitioned in the robo3 mutant.
the second Fas II fascicle. This is indeed the case (Figure
3B, Table 2). In a total of 700 hemisegments examined Medial Shifts of Single Axons in robo3 Mutants
To verify that individual axons are indeed repositionedin robo2 null mutant embryos, 35% showed defects in
the third Fas II fascicle. In nearly two-thirds of these the closer to the midline in robo3 mutants, we examined
another marker, Sema2b-tmyc (K.-A. Senti and B. J. D.,third fascicle fused with the second fascicle, while in
the remaining third it was completely absent. Defects unpublished results). This marker labels the cell bodies
Table 2. Medial Shifts in robo2 and robo3 Mutant Embryos
Fusion of FasII Fascicles (%) Breaks in FasII Fascicles (%)
Hemisegments
Genotype Scored 112 11213 213 1 2 3
wild type 266 0 0 0 0 0 0
robo21/robo24 404 7.9 1.0 17.1 1.0 3.2 13.4
robo28/robo28 296 8.5 1.0 23.0 0.3 4.7 15.2
robo31/robo31 250 98.8 1.2 0 0 NA 25.2
Stage 16–17 embryos were scored for fusions or breaks in each of the three Fas II–positive longitudinal fascicles in each hemisegment. The
Fas II fascicles are numbered from 1 (medial) to 3 (lateral).
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Figure 4. Medial Shift of Sema2b Axons in robo3 Mutants
The CNS of wild-type embryos (A and B) and robo31 homozygous embryos (D and E) carrying the Sema2b-tmyc marker and triply stained
with anti-c-myc (red), anti-HRP (green in B and E, not shown in A and D), and either anti-Robo3 (blue in A) or anti-Fas II (blue in B and E). In
wild-type embryos, the Sema2b axons run near the center of the longitudinal tract, between the medial edge of Robo3 expression (A) and
the second Fas II fascicle (B). In robo3 mutants (D and E), the Sema2b axons, but not the cell bodies, are shifted much closer to the midline.
(C) and (F) show the distribution of Sema2b axon positions measured on a 0–10 scale as indicated in (B).
and axons of two to three neurons in each of the A5–A8 Forced Expression of Robo2 or Robo3 Shifts
Axons Further from the Midlinehemisegments (Figures 4A and 4B). We call these neu-
rons the Sema2b neurons. They occupy a lateral position As predicted by the model, lateral axons are reposi-
tioned closer to the midline in the absence of Robo2 orin the nerve cord and extend axons across the midline
in the anterior commissure. The Sema2b axons then Robo3. Does the converse also hold? Do medial axons,
which normally express only Robo, shift further from theproject anteriorly near the center of the contralateral
longitudinal tract, at a lateral position between the me- midline when they are forced to express in addition
either Robo2 or Robo3? To test this prediction, we useddial edge of Robo3 expression and the second Fas II
fascicle. The Robo code of the Sema2b axons is there- the GAL4-UAS system (Brand and Perrimon, 1993) to
drive ectopic expression of Robo2 or Robo3 in the Apfore Robo1Robo3. In robo3 mutants, the position of the
Sema2b neurons is unaltered and their axons extend neurons. There are three Ap interneurons in each hemi-
segment. They are defined by their expression of thenormally across the midline. However, having crossed
the midline, the Sema2b axons then turn anteriorly and apC-tlacZ reporter (Kidd et al., 1998b) or the ap-GAL4
driver (O’Keefe et al., 1998). Their cell bodies are alsoextend abnormally at the medial edge of the contralat-
eral longitudinal tract (Figures 4D and 4E). located laterally, and their axons grow initially toward
the midline before turning, without crossing, to continueTo quantify the medial shift of the Sema2b axons in
robo3 mutants, we measured the position of these axons anteriorly near the medial edge of the ipsilateral longitu-
dinal tract (Figures 5A and 6A). Since they do not crosswithin the longitudinal tract of wild-type and robo3 mu-
tant embryos. As the nerve cord retracts, absolute dis- the midline and express only Robo, these Ap axons pro-
vide an ideal opportunity to examine the consequencestances from the midline constantly change. We therefore
restricted our analysis to the narrow time window of of Robo2 and Robo3 misexpression specifically in the
context of lateral positioning.late stage 16 to early stage 17 embryos, and measured
relative rather than absolute distances from the midline. We examined the projections of the Ap axons in em-
bryos carrying the ap-GAL4 driver and single copies ofFor this analysis, we divided the entire longitudinal tract
into 10 equal intervals, defining a scale from 0 at the either a UAS-robo, UAS-robo2, or UAS-robo3 transgene.
Each of the transgenic proteins carries an amino-termi-medial edge to 10 at the lateral edge. Measured at a
point midway between the anterior commissure of one nal HA epitope tag, allowing the protein levels provided
by each transgene and each insertion to be directlysegment and the posterior commissure of the next, the
Sema2b axons normally grow at an average of 5.2 units compared using anti-HA immunohistochemistry. All
lines chosen for this analysis provided similar expres-from the medial edge of the longitudinal tract (Figure
4C). In robo3 mutant embryos, they shift to an average sion levels.
As predicted by the model, ectopic expression ofof just 2.6 units from the medial edge (Figure 4F).
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Figure 5. Lateral Shift of Ap Axons following Forced Expression of
Robo2 or Robo3
The CNS of embryos carrying the ap-GAL4 driver and the indicated
UAS transgene, stained with anti-HRP (green) and either anti-b-
Galactosidase (red in [A]) or anti-HA to detect an N-terminal HA
epitope tag on each of the Robo proteins (red in [B]–[F]). The Ap
axons normally project along the medial edge of the longitudinal
tract (A). Single copies of UAS-robo2 (C) or UAS-robo3 (D), but not
UAS-robo (B), shift the Ap axons laterally. One copy of each of the
UAS-robo2 and UAS-robo3 transgenes (E), or two copies of UAS-
robo3 (F) supershifts the Ap axons even further from the midline.
Figure 6. Preferred Lateral Pathways for Repositioned Ap Axons
(A–D, G, and H) The distribution of the most lateral Ap axon in
Robo2 or Robo3 forces the Ap axons to follow a more each hemisegment of embryos carrying the ap-GAL4 driver and the
indicated UAS transgene(s). Embryos were stained with anti-HA tolateral path (Figures 5C, 5D, 6C, and 6D). Both Robo2
visualize the Ap axons and counterstained with anti-HRP to visualizeand Robo3 shift the Ap axons to a similar extent (see
the CNS axon scaffold. Lateral positions were measured on the 0below). In contrast, increased expression of Robo does
(medial) to 10 (lateral) scale as indicated in Figure 4B. Note thenot shift the Ap axons at all (Figures 5B and 6B). Even
trimodal distribution of Ap axon positions in the single-copy UAS-
with two copies of the UAS-robo transgene, the Ap ax- robo2 and UAS-robo3 embryos (arrows in C and D).
ons do not budge. (E and F) Ap axon trajectories in selected examples of ap-GAL4
UAS-robo2 (E) or UAS-robo3 (F) embryos. The Ap axon fascicleAp axons forced to express Robo3 in addition to their
often splits up into two or three parallel pathways (white arrows). Apendogneous Robo generally project within the interme-
axons switch abruptly between these alternative pathways (yellowdiate zone of axons endogenously expressing both re-
arrows).ceptors. This provided the opportunity to ask whether
Cell
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the addition of Robo2, or increased levels of Robo3, Discussion
would force these axons even further from the midline.
To test this, we introduced either a UAS-robo2 or a Genetic studies have previously shown that Slit is a
short-range repellent that signals through the Robo re-second UAS-robo3 transgene into ap-GAL4 UAS-robo3
embryos. In both cases the Ap axons were “super- ceptor to prevent CNS axons from inappropriately
crossing and recrossing the midline (Kidd et al., 1998a,shifted” even further laterally (Figures 5E, 5F, 6G, and
6H). A similar supershift is seen with two copies of the 1999). Here we report the identification of two additional
Slit receptors expressed on CNS growth cones: Robo2UAS-robo2 transgene.
Three important conclusions can be drawn from these and Robo3. Our analysis of robo2 and robo3 function
has led to the surprising discovery that Slit also acts asexperiments. First, only Robo2 and Robo3 can shift ax-
ons further from the midline; Robo cannot. Second, the a long-range repellent to pattern axonal projections in
the longitudinal axon tracts that run parallel to the mid-lateral shifts induced by forced expression of Robo2 or
Robo3 are similar, and are dosage sensitive. Finally, line (Figure 7). Independently of our work, Simpson et
al. (2000, this issue of Cell) have also obtained strongAp axons expressing Robo and either Robo2 or Robo3
generally project in the intermediate (Robo1Robo3) evidence in support of this model. This unexpected role
for the midline repellent Slit resolves some long out-zone, and axons expressing Robo and either high levels
of Robo3 or moderate levels of both Robo2 and Robo3 standing questions as to how growth cones select spe-
cific pathways within the longitudinal tracts.generally project in the lateral (Robo1Robo21Robo3)
zone. Thus, in these experiments, the position of the
shifted Ap axons is determined by the combined levels Robo Receptors Specify Lateral Position
but not the specific combination of Robo2 and Robo3 on a Slit Gradient
receptors they are forced to express. Nevertheless, The longitudinal tracts are divided into three zones of
within their endogenous expression zones, Robo2 and approximately equal width. Robo is expressed on axons
Robo3 levels vary only slightly, if at all. Hence, in wild- in all three zones, Robo3 only on axons in the intermedi-
type embryos, the combined levels of Robo2 and Robo3 ate and lateral zones, and Robo2 only on axons in the
expressed on a longitudinal growth cone is determined lateral zone. This pattern is not merely an indirect conse-
more by the combination of receptors—neither, one quence of neuronal cell fate patterning, as there is no
(Robo3), or both—than the levels of each receptor. strict correlation between the position of a neuronal cell
body and the projection of its axon, and cells expressing
high levels of robo2 or robo3 mRNA are dispersedLocal Cues Refine the Lateral Position
When we quantified the lateral shifts of the Ap axons on throughout the CNS. Axons must therefore be actively
sorted into these three zones.the 0 (medial) to 10 (lateral) scale, we found a surprising
distribution of their lateral positions. Rather than the It is the Robos themselves that are responsible for
this sorting. This is revealed by the dramatic shifts thatbell-shaped distribution expected due to the slight vari-
ability in position and the inaccuracies inherent in the occur when the Robo code is genetically manipulated:
in the absence of Robo2 or Robo3, axons shift closerscoring method (e.g., Figures 4C, 4F, 6A, and 6B), the
distribution of positions of single-copy UAS-robo2 or to the midline, while forced expression of either Robo2
or Robo3 in axons that express only Robo repositionsUAS-robo3 Ap axons was trimodal (Figures 6C and 6D).
The Ap axons therefore do not shift smoothly away from them further from the midline.
These expression patterns and loss- and gain-of-the midline, but clearly have three preferred positions
across the longitudinal tract. Each of these three pre- function phenotypes are best explained by a model in
which Robo2 and Robo3 determine lateral position byferred positions is in a different Robo zone. The medial
pathway is the normal choice of the Ap axons in the reading a medial . lateral gradient of the secreted mid-
line repellent Slit. It may seem rather bold to posit theRobo-only zone. A second preferred pathway is in the
intermediate Robo1Robo3 zone, and this is the most existence of a Slit gradient, when antibodies against Slit
reveal little more than intense staining of midline cells,frequent choice in these embryos. Finally, a third pre-
ferred pathway lies in the lateral Robo1Robo21Robo3 and when lateral positions are not, as one might expect,
sensitive to slit gene dosage (S. R., unpublished data).zone.
In the hundreds of hemisegments we examined in Both of these are valid concerns, and will need to be
addressed in future studies. Slit would not be the firstthese embryos, we also noticed many instances in which
the Ap axon fascicle had split up into two or on some signal for which a graded distribution has been experimen-
tally demonstrated but not directly observed. Detectingoccasions even three lateral pathways (Figures 6E and
6F). When this occurs, the Ap axons follow well-sepa- finely graded distributions of extracellular molecules is
clearly difficult using current immunohistochemical tech-rated parallel pathways. If they switch from one pathway
to another, they do so abruptly. This behavior is in stark niques. In addition, since Slit is proteolytically cleaved
(Brose et al., 1999), it is possible that available Slit anti-contrast to frayed appearance fascicles acquire when
axons defasciculate due to the loss of a local pathway bodies, which are directed against a C-terminal epitope
(Rothberg et al., 1990) may not even recognize the freelylabel, such as Fas II (Lin et al., 1994).
These data strongly suggest that local cues within the diffusible form of Slit. New reagents and detection meth-
ods will be required to directly visualize the Slit gradient.longitudinal tract, of the kind envisioned by the labeled
pathways hypothesis, act to refine the lateral position But if the Slit signal is graded, why isn’t slit dosage
sensitive? Shouldn’t reducing slit gene dosage by halffrom a broad zone (specified by the Robo code) down
to a single pathway (specified by the fasciculation code). flatten the gradient, thereby shifting lateral axons closer
Robos Specify Lateral Position
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it is perhaps not surprising that patterning by the Hh
morphogen is also insensitive to hh gene dosage. We
suspect that a similar set of posttranslational controls
might regulate the graded distribution of Slit.
Such speculations aside, it is important to note that
there are two observations that offer indirect but com-
pelling evidence in support of a long-range gradient of
Slit activity. First, the lateral shifts of Ap axons induced
by ectopic expression of Robo2 or Robo3 are dosage
sensitive, indicating that Robo2 and Robo3 detect a
signal that is graded across the longitudinal tract. Fur-
ther evidence for a graded Slit signal comes from the
behavior of the muscle precursors. In slit mutant em-
bryos (Kidd et al., 1999), as well as in robo robo2 double
mutants (Rajagopalan et al., 2000), many myoblasts fail
to migrate away from the midline after gastrulation, sug-
gesting that Slit signaling is required to guide these cells
at least on the initial part of their migration toward the
periphery. If these myoblasts are then forced to express
a Robo-Frazzled chimeric receptor, which responds to
Slit not as a repulsive but rather as an attractive cue,
then many of them turn back toward the midline (Bashaw
and Goodman, 1999). The presumptive Slit gradient can
evidently be detected not only across the CNS, but also
out in the periphery.
Repulsive Signaling by Robo Receptors
Figure 7. Robo Receptors and Fasciculation Cues Control Lateral Forced expression of Robo2 or Robo3 repositions axons
Pathway Choices
further from the midline. Increased expression of Robo
Schematic diagram showing how long-range signaling by Slit and
does not. Clearly, the repulsive signal provided byits receptors Robo2 and Robo3 specifies the lateral position of
Robo2 and Robo3 is qualitatively different from the Robolongitudinal axons. Slit is secreted by midline glia and diffuses to
signal. What is the basis for this difference?establish a medial . lateral concentration gradient across the longi-
tudinal tract. Growth cones that express only Robo, such as the Ap One interesting possibility is that only Robo2 and
growth cones, respond to Slit only at short range. They migrate Robo3 detect the long-range graded Slit signal, while
toward the midline (attracted by Netrins?) until they encounter this Robo responds only to the short-range signal that regu-
repulsive Slit barrier, and are then diverted by unknown fasciculation
lates midline crossing. In vivo, Slit exists in a least threesignals along a medial longitudinal pathway. Growth cones that
isoforms: a full-length 190 kDa glycoprotein, and 140express both Robo and Robo3, such as the Sema2b growth cones,
kDa N-terminal and 55 kDa C-terminal fragments pro-experience moderate repulsion by the graded Slit signal and select
a lateral pathway further from the midline, within the intermediate duced by proteolytic cleavage of the full-length protein
Robo1Robo3 zone. Growth cones that express all three Robos (Brose et al., 1999). At present, it is not known in which
would be strongly repelled by the Slit gradient, and seek pathways of these isoforms the various activities of Slit reside.
within the lateral Robo1Robo21Robo3 zone. Within each of these
Once this issue has been resolved, it will be interestingzones, growth cones rely on specific surface labels to make their
to test this idea by comparing the affinities of each offinal pathway selection. This model is supported by both loss- and
the Robo receptors for the different Slit isoforms.gain-of-function experiments, as indicated. In robo2 mutants, axons
that would normally choose the lateral Fas II pathway instead often Another possibility is that Robo2 and Robo3 trans-
join the intermediate Fas II pathway. In robo3 mutants, axons that duce a qualitatively different signal from Robo by acti-
should have formed this intermediate pathway instead choose the vating a different set of signal transduction pathways
medial Fas II pathway. The Sema2b axons also choose a more
inside the growth cone. This is an appealing idea, sincemedial pathway in robo3 mutants. Conversely, forced expression
it is in their cytoplasmic domains that Robo2 and Robo3of moderate levels of Robo2 or Robo3 in the Ap axons redirects them
differ most from Robo. Both Robo2 and Robo3 lackinto more lateral pathways. They can select from two alternative
pathways, one in intermediate Robo1Robo3 zone and one in the cytoplasmic motifs that are found in all other known
lateral Robo1Robo21Robo3 zone. Usually they opt for the one in Robo family receptors in various species, and are re-
the intermediate Robo1Robo3 zone. quired in Robo for it to regulate midline crossing. In
Robo signaling, these motifs are thought to mediate
interactions with Ena and Abl, though it is evident thatto the midline? Not necessarily. The Slit gradient might
be tightly regulated at the posttranslational level. Here, Robo must signal through other pathways as well (Ba-
shaw et al., 2000). Receptor tyrosine phosphatases (Sunthe Hedgehog (Hh) morphogen provides an illuminating
comparison. The shape of the Hh gradient is controlled et al., 2000) and the calmodulin and Sos-Ras pathways
(Fritz and VanBerkum, 2000) have also been implicatedby the proteolytic cleavage and cholesterol modification
of Hh, a specific release mechanism, and sequestration in Robo signaling, though their roles are even less clear.
We simply know too little about Robo signal transduc-of Hh by extracellular binding proteins, including its own
receptor (for review, see Chuang and Kornberg, 2000). tion at this point to predict how the pathways activated
by Robo2 and Robo3 might differ.With such an elaborate set of posttranslational controls,
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With so many uncertainties, the simplest test of There is also other evidence to support the notion
that local cues counter the Slit signal, and it comes fromwhether the qualitatively different signals provided by
the Robo receptors can be attributed to their different the initial experiments that led to the formulation of the
labeled pathways hypothesis itself. The idea of specificaffinities for Slit ligands, the different signal transduction
pathways they activate, or both, will be to exchange pathway labels was inspired largely by the behavior of
a single neuron in the grasshopper embryo called thetheir extracellular and cytoplasmic domains in a series
of chimeric Robo receptors, and then ask which of these G neuron (Raper et al., 1983a). This neuron extends an
axon that grows across the midline and contralateralchimeric receptors can shift axons laterally. Such exper-
iments are currently in progress (S. R., J. H. Simpson, longitudinal tract until its growth cone meets a lateral
fascicle known as the A/P fascicle. It then turns anteri-C. S. Goodman, and B. J. D., unpublished results).
orly along this pathway, fasciculating tightly with the P
axons (Raper et al., 1983a; Bastiani et al., 1984). WhatWhat Forces Counter the Slit Gradient?
does the G growth cone do when the P axons are ab-Gradient models were initially proposed by Sperry (1963)
lated? It continues further laterally! This behavior, a mys-to explain the precise topography of the vertebrate reti-
tery when it was first observed over 16 years ago (Rapernotectal projection. Sperry postulated the existence of
et al., 1984), can now be readily understood as the con-a single graded guidance cue along each axis in the
tinued extension of the G growth cone down the Slittectum, and a corresponding graded distribution of its
gradient. At the same time, it provides further evidencereceptor on retinal axons. As Gierer (1981) subsequently
that long-range repulsion from the midline is balancedpointed out, a single gradient alone could not explain
by short-range cues provided by single fascicles withinthe precise topography of these projections, since,
the longitudinal tract.whatever their receptor levels, retinal axons would be
Single gradient models have also recently regainedexpected to ultimately project to one end of the gradient.
favor for topographic mapping in the retinotectal sys-Gierer suggested the existence of a second gradient,
tem. Mapping along the anterior–posterior axis is nowbut others (Prestige and Willshaw, 1975; Fraser and
known to be controlled to a large extent by the gradedHunt, 1980) proposed models in which one gradient
distributions of EphrinA ligands in the tectum and theirwould suffice provided its influence was countered by
EphA receptors on retinal axons. Although two-gradientlocal interactions in the target region.
models held sway for many years (O’Leary et al., 1999),What forces counter the Slit gradient in the longitudi-
recent experimental manipulations of the ephrin-A (Feld-nal pathways to prevent axons from simply continuing
heim et al., 2000) and the EphA (Brown et al., 2000)down the gradient and out to the periphery? Following
gradients have come out strongly in favor of a modelGierer, one possibility would be a second gradient. It
in which a single gradient is balanced by short-rangecould be a repulsive countergradient or a parallel attrac-
interactions within the target region.tive gradient. In the vertebrate spinal cord, Slit and Sem-
aphorin chemorepellents are expressed on both sides
of the longitudinal pathways, “squeezing” axons into a Graded Cues and Labeled Pathways
In conclusion, we propose that lateral pathway choicesnarrow corridor between the two repulsive centers (Zou
et al., 2000). In Drosophila, there is little to suggest that are specified by two interdependent mechanisms: a
Robo code and a fasciculation code (Figure 7). The Robosuch squeezing occurs. No known chemorepellent is
expressed at the lateral edges of the CNS. code specifies the broad zone within which a growth
cone should select a pathway, while the final choice of aIf not by a repulsive countergradient, then might Slit
instead be balanced by the parallel gradient of an at- pathway within that zone is specified by its fasciculation
code. The two systems therefore act as the coarse andtractant secreted from the midline. Netrins would be
an obvious candidate for this attractant. However, the fine tuning for lateral pathway selection. With such a
Robo code in place, it is necessary only to differentiallycurrent model for guidance at the midline proposes that
commissural axons lose sensitivity to Netrins and any label the pathways within a given zone. For this a rela-
tively small number of surface molecules should suffice.other midline attractants as they cross (Shirasaki et al.,
1998). This remains to be tested in Drosophila, but if it The Sema2b and Ap axons provide an instructive ex-
ample to illustrate how we think this system works. Theis true, as seems likely (Rajagopalan et al., 2000), then
the fact that most longitudinal axons have first crossed Sema2b neurons have the Robo code of Robo1Robo3
and an unknown fasciculation code, and project theirthe midline would argue against the idea that Slit is
balanced by a graded midline attractant. axons along a fascicle near the middle of the longitudinal
tract. The Sema2b growth cones approach their targetA second graded signal to balance the Slit gradient
therefore seems unlikely. In contrast, there is strong fascicle from the medial side, having crossed the midline
and so, most likely, having lost their senstivity to theevidence that repulsion by Slit is balanced by local inter-
actions within the longitudinal tract. This is revealed by long-range attractive cues it provides. Within the medial
(Robo-only) zone, they encounter a fascicle that ex-the behavior of the Ap axons when they are forced to
misexpress Robo2 or Robo3. As a result, they move presses the appropriate fasciculation code. They do not
select this pathway, however, because the long-rangedown the Slit gradient, but not uniformly, and not out
of the CNS. Instead, they appear to latch on to one of repulsive influence of Slit at this point is stronger than
the short-range attractive forces provided by these fas-two alternative lateral pathways. This strongly suggests
that local cues within the longitudinal tract provide a ciculation cues. Instead, they continue to migrate down
the Slit gradient into the next zone, the intermediateshort-range attractive force that can overcome the long-
range repulsive influence of Slit. Robo1Robo3 zone. Here they encounter another fasci-
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showed defects in the arrangement of Fas II-positive fascicles thatcle with the same fasciculation code and now, since the
suggested it might carry a mutation in robo3. This was confirmedSlit signal has become weaker, short-range attraction
by the strong reduction in Robo3 immunoreactivity in homozygousexceeds long-range repulsion and they turn to follow this
embryos, and the identical CNS defects observed when the mutation
pathway. When robo3 function is removed, the Sema2b was placed in trans to Df(2L)ast5. By genetic recombination we
growth cones no longer detect the long-range repulsive separated the robo31 mutation from the mutation causing aberrant
axonal projections in the visual system. This visual system mutantSlit signal, and so they select instead the first attractive
does not have any embryonic CNS defects in trans to Df(2L)ast5,pathway they encounter.
and robo31 mutations do not disrupt axonal projections in the visualThe Ap neurons have a Robo code of Robo-only, and,
system.as for the Sema2b neurons, their fasciculation code too
DNA lesions in robo2 and robo3 alleles were determined by se-
is unknown. Their growth cones make a lateral approach quencing PCR products amplified from genomic DNA prepared from
toward their medial target fascicle. As ipsilateral axons heterozygous (for robo2) or hemizygous (for robo3) flies. The entire
coding region was amplified and sequenced for each gene, togetherthat project toward but not across the midline, they
with the respective parental chromosomes as controls. To deter-respond to both its long-range attractive signals (most
mine the nature of transcripts derived from the robo31 allele, RT-likely the Netrins) and its short-range repulsive cue (Slit).
PCR experiments were performed using RNA isolated from 0–19They also respond to short-range attractive cues (path-
hr embryos collected from robo31/Df(2L)ast5 or robo31/1 stocks.
way labels), and, when forced to express Robo2 or Sequences encoding the entire extracellular domain were amplified
Robo3 will also respond to long-range repulsion from and sequenced. The robo31 transcript was found to retain the 6th
intron, while all other introns were correctly spliced. To specificallythe midline (Slit again).
amplify correctly spliced robo3 transcripts, we performed similarInitially, long-range attraction is the predominant
RT-PCR experiments in which the 59 primer spanned the splice site,force, and the Ap growth cones migrate toward the mid-
with only the three 39 nucleotides matching the start of the 7th exon.line. En route to their medial target fascicle they encoun-
ter two alternative pathways that express the appro-
Molecular Analysis of robo2 and robo3
priate fasciculation cues. The short-range attraction Full-length robo2 and robo3 cDNAs were recovered from 0–24 hr
these pathways offer is however insufficient to over- embryonic cDNA libraries provided by Markus Noll and Nick Brown,
respectively, using genomic PCR fragments as probes. The robocome the pull of the midline. It is not until the Ap growth
cDNA was generously provided by Tom Kidd and Corey Goodman.cones are closer to the midline, and begin to sense Slit
UAS-robo, -robo2, and -robo3 transformation constructs were pre-as a short-range repellent (acting through Robo), that
pared in the pUAST vector (Brand and Perrimon, 1993). For eachthe midline loses its appeal and the Ap growth cones
gene, 59 and 39 untranslated regions were removed, and 59 se-
turn to follow instead the short-range attractive cues of quences encoding the signal sequence were replaced with se-
their target fascicle. If the Ap axons are forced to express quences encoding the wingless signal sequence followed by three
copies of the hemagglutinin (HA) epitope tag.either Robo2 or Robo3, they can also sense Slit as a
long-range repellent. The midline no longer beckons,
Binding Assaysand so the Ap growth cones are far more likely to take
Cell overlay binding assays were performed using COS-7 cells es-one of the alternative pathways they encounter out in
sentially as described by Keino-Masu et al. (1996). N-terminally HA-the lateral or intermediate zones. Most often they
tagged Robo, Robo2, Robo3, and Frazzled were expressed follow-
choose the one in the intermediate Robo1Robo3 zone. ing transient transfection with plasmids in which the corresponding
A delicate interplay between long-range graded cues cDNA was placed under the control of a CMV promoter. Full-length
Slit protein was expressed from a slit cDNA cloned into the pcDNA3and short-range pathway labels thus underlies the ex-
expression vector (Kidd et al., 1999). Slit protein was eluted 48 hrquisite precision of lateral pathway selection in the Dro-
posttransfection using 2.5 mg/ml heparin, and applied to transfectedsophila CNS. It would not be surprising to find similar
COS-7 cells, also in the presence of 2.5 mg/ml heparin to preventmechanisms at work in the many other regions of inver-
nonspecific binding. Receptor expression was detected using a
tebrate and vertebrate nervous systems in which axons 1:200 dilution of rabbit anti-HA antiserum (Berkeley Antibody Com-
are patterned into a series of parallel pathways. pany) and bound Slit detected using a 1:50 dilution of the anti-Slit
monoclonal antibody C555.4c (Rothberg et al., 1988).
Experimental Procedures
Generation of Robo2 and Robo3 Antibodies
Robo2 antisera were obtained from rabbits immunized with a pep-Isolation of robo2 and robo3 Alleles
tide corresponding the C-terminal 22 amino acids of Robo2All robo2 alleles were induced on the EP2582 chromosome (Rørth,
(Gramsch Laboratories). Sera were affinity purified using standard1996) by mutagenesis with ethanemethanesulfonate in two different
methods. Robo3 antisera were obtained from mice immunized withgenetic screens. In the first, we took advantage of the fact that
a bacterially expressed glutathione S-transferase fusion proteinoverexpression of the endogenous robo2 gene in 1407-GAL4 /
containing the entire Robo3 cytoplasmic domain. The anti-Robo3EP2582 animals is lethal. We mutagenized EP2582 males and
sera were preabsorbed against fixed 0–10 hr embryos. Specificitycrossed them to 1407-GAL4 females. From these crosses we recov-
of the antisera were confirmed by staining wild-type embryos; robo,ered a total of 6 viable progeny, all of which were found to carry
robo2, and robo3 mutant embryos; and a panel of embryos in whichmutations in the robo2 gene. In the second screen, single mutagen-
each of the three robos was ectopically expressed under the controlized EP2582 chromosomes were tested for lethality in trans to either
of an en-GAL4 driver. None of the antisera cross-reacted with theDf(2L)ast5 or Df(2L)ast5, slit2. In total, 10,525 mutant chromosomes
other Robos.were tested, and 142 lethal mutations recovered. Eight of these
were identified as robo2 mutations by their failure to complement
robo2 alleles from the revertant screen, the loss of Robo2 immunore- In Situ Hybridization and Immunohistochemistry
In situ hybridization was performed as described by Tear et al.activity, and/or the identification of nonsense mutations in the robo2
gene. Embryos from all other lines were stained with anti-Robo3 (1996), and immunohistochemistry as described by Patel (1994).
Robo2 antisera were used at a dilution of 1:2000 or 1:4000, andand anti-Fas II in a futile search for robo3 alleles.
The robo31 allele was identified while we were screening our col- Robo3 antisera at 1:500, followed by detection with anti-HRP sec-
ondary antibodies using the Vectastain Elite Kit (Vector Labora-lection of visual system connectivity mutants (Newsome et al., 2000)
for defects in the CNS of homozygous mutant embryos. One line tories). For immunofluorescence, Robo2 and Robo3 antisera were
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both used at a dilution of 1:100. Other antibodies used were mAb Battye, R., Stevens, A., and Jacobs, J.R. (1999). Axon repulsion from
the midline of the Drosophila CNS requires slit function. Develop-13C9 against Robo (Kidd et al., 1998a) at 1:1500, mAb 1D4 against
Fas II (van Vactor et al., 1993) at 1:500, anti-HA mAb 16B12 (Berkeley ment 126, 2475–2481.
Antibody Company) at 1:200, FITC-conjugated anti-HRP (ICN Bio- Brand, A.H., and Perrimon, N. (1993). Targeted gene expression as
medicals) at 1:400, rabbit anti-b-galactosidase (Cappel) at 1:2000, a means of altering cell fates and generating dominant phenotypes.
rabbit anti-myc (gift of Lukas Huber) at 1:1000, and Alexa Fluor- Development 118, 401–415.
568- and -488-conjugated (Molecular Probes) and Cy5-conjugated Brose, K., Bland, K.S., Wang, K.H., Arnott, D., Henzel, W., Goodman,
(Jackson Immunoresearch) secondary antibodies at 1:400 and C.S., Tessier-Lavigne, M., and Kidd, T. (1999). Slit proteins bind
1:300, respectively. Embryos were genotyped using anti-b-galacto- Robo receptors and have an evolutionarily conserved role in repul-
sidase to identify embryos carrying either the CyO,P[ase-lacZ] or sive axon guidance. Cell 96, 795–806.
CyO,P[wg-lacZ] balancer.
Brown, A., Yates, P.A., Burrola, P., Ortuno, D., Vaidya, A., Jessell,
T.M., Pfaff, S.L., O’Leary, D.D., and Lemke, G. (2000). TopographicQuantification of Lateral Positions
mapping from the retina to the midbrain is controlled by relative butFor the quantification of lateral positions of Sema2b and Ap axons,
not absolute levels of EphA receptor signaling. Cell 102, 77–88.late stage 16 to early stage 17 embryos were stained with anti-HRP
Chuang, P.T., and Kornberg, T.B. (2000). On the range of hedgehogto visualize the CNS axon scaffold, and either anti-myc to visualize
signaling. Curr. Opin. Genet. Dev. 10, 515–522.axons expressing the Sema2b-tmyc marker, or anti-HA to detect
the transgenic Robo proteins on the Ap axons. High-resolution Feldheim, D.A., Kim, Y.I., Bergemann, A.D., Frisen, J., Barbacid, M.,
epifluorescence images were then analyzed using Photoshop. Lat- and Flanagan, J.G. (2000). Genetic analysis of ephrin-A2 and ephrin-
eral position was determined by dividing the number of pixels from A5 shows their requirement in multiple aspects of retinocollicular
the medial edge of the longitudinal tract to the axons in question mapping. Neuron 25, 563–574.
by the number of pixels across the entire width of the longitudinal Fraser, S.E., and Hunt, R.K. (1980). Retinotectal specificity: models
tract. This ratio was then multiplied by 10 and assigned to one of and experiments in search of a mapping function. Annu. Rev. Neu-
10 single unit bins on a scale of 0 (medial) to 10 (lateral). These rosci. 3, 319–352.
measurements were taken at a position midway between the poste-
Fritz, J.L., and VanBerkum, M.F. (2000). Calmodulin and son of sev-rior commissure of one segment and the anterior commissure of
enless dependent signaling pathways regulate midline crossing ofthe adjacent segment. The Sema2b axons always projected as a
axons in the Drosophila CNS. Development 127, 1991–2000.single bundle, but the Ap axons often split into separate pathways
Gierer, A. (1981). Development of projections between areas of theas described in the text. In such cases, the position of the lateral-
nervous system. Biol. Cybern. 42, 69–78.most pathway was scored. In total, three UAS-robo, two UAS-robo2,
and three UAS-robo3 insertions were analyzed, with approximately Goodman, C.S., Bastiani, M.J., Doe, C.Q., du Lac, S., Helfand, S.L.,
Kuwada, J.Y., and Thomas, J.B. (1984). Cell recognition during neu-equal numbers of embryos scored for the different insertions of the
same transgene. The shifts obtained with different insertions of the ronal development. Science 225, 1271–1279.
same transgene were statistically indistinguishable, and the data Keino-Masu, K., Masu, M., Hinck, L., Leonardo, E.D., Chan, S.S.,
were therefore pooled. All scoring was performed blind: S. R. col- Culotti, J.G., and Tessier-Lavigne, M. (1996). Deleted in Colorectal
lected the images, encoded them, and gave them to V. V. for quantifi- Cancer (DCC) encodes a Netrin receptor. Cell 87, 175–185.
cation. Kidd, T., Brose, K., Mitchell, K.J., Fetter, R.D., Tessier-Lavigne, M.,
Goodman, C.S., and Tear, G. (1998a). Roundabout controls axon
Acknowledgments crossing of the CNS midline and defines a novel subfamily of evolu-
tionarily conserved guidance receptors. Cell 92, 205–215.
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